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The Mediterranean is a source of life and inspiration. 
Hear the sound of the waves, feel the calmness of its 
waters, admire the solid strength with which rocks 
appear and follow them along the coastline and its 
luminous scenery.

Transforming nature’s elements into the elements  
we design means leaving them as they are  
whenever possible.

This is Ona. The softness of its rounded corners 
reflects the smooth waves of the ocean, and the 
organic design of its ceramics touches your skin  
as lightly as a summer breeze. 

Immerse yourself in the Mediterranean lifestyle  
inside your own bathroom. Meet Ona.
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Mediterranean Lifestyle

We observe the wind blow, overlook the sea, spend 
time with one another, and listen to ourselves. The 
Mediterranean way of life stands for simplicity, care 
and connection. 
So does the Ona Collection, respecting natural 
materials. It radiates this sentiment to each home 
and context anew, propagating connection and 
making the essence of the Mediterranean palpable. 
The simplicity of the design plays a central role, 
perfectly evoking the organic authenticity of sea-
facing culture.

Mediterranean Lifestyle
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A Mediterranean lifestyle brings the outdoors into the home, 

meaning a relaxing retreat that connects the homeowner with 

nature.  Featuring large windows and doors that access patios, 

terraces, or balconies, Mediterranean homes are designed to 

blend in with their natural surroundings and make you feel at ease.
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Sustainability

A Holistic Vision

We have a clear idea of what sustainability means. 
Our vision starts with the people that work with 
us, the society we design for, and the planet we 
all share. Together we implement strategies 
that allow for regeneration and resilience, today 
and for the world to come. We ensure that our 
activities align with the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDG) defined by the United Nations. 



Mediterranean Lifestyle 9

We have a holistic vision of sustainability that Furthermore, ceramic is one of the most 

manifests transversally in everything we do, sustainable materials in the world. It produces 

from the materials we use to the production zero waste materials in the production process; 

processes we implement. But most importantly, all ingredients are natural, without chemicals, 

we design objects which will last. That’s the best resins or toxic additives. In addition, innovations 

investment for a sustainable future. like Fineceramic  reduce weight, which 

positively impacts firing and transport, reducing 

CO  emissions. 

®

2



10 Ona Collection

Design Process

We design from Barcelona, with and from the 

Mediterranean character that defines us. The most 

important thing we have come to understand is that 

we’re never alone. Good work requires listening and 

collaboration, attention to detail, and impeccable  

knowledge of materials. This way, our unique vision  

is transmitted into existence with creativity and quality 

that stands out.
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“Ona Collection proves that high functionality 
is not a contradiction to high-quality design, 
following a philosophy of simplicity without 
neglecting details that matter.”

Bertrand Illert, 
Noa Design Studio

The Roca Design Center team, based in 
Barcelona, develops and manages all processes 
in-house. Still, we value cross-disciplinary 
collaboration with external designers from 
different disciplines such as architecture, fashion 
and other strands of design. Therefore, exchange 
is actively cultivated throughout our brand culture, 
following holistic values that concretely manifest 
in our products.

It’s our collaborative approach that allows us to 
enter into a creative symbiosis with experienced 
designers such as Noa Design Studio and 
Benedito Design, giving shape to a collection 
characterized by innovation and beauty.

That’s Ona. What drove our design process 
for this specific collection was the mission to 
combine new technologies such as Fineceramic® 
or Stonex® and make them accessible to various 
spheres of private and public life. Ona answers to 
modern requirements of bathroom planning that 
stands the test of time.

“The forms of memory, the reinterpretation of 
a classic based on essential criteria to achieve 
the elegance of a timeless archetype. 
The joint work of the designers with the 
Roca team in the development of the project 
has resulted in a proposal of harmonious 
proportions and optimized performance.”

Gae y Ramon Benedito, 
Benedito Design
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Ona pays homage to the diverse shapes  

of nature from our native Mediterranean. It is 

functional without ever appearing cold, with 

crisp aesthetics that follow the inherent warmth 

of the natural environment, made for those  

who enjoy the power of silent landscapes.
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The Ona Collection design perfectly 
combines sophisticated proportions  
and archetypical shapes without losing  
a balancing human touch. Crafted with the 
future in mind, Ona embodies a philosophy 
of simplicity without neglecting the details 
that matter.



15Simple as Nature
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Features

Pure Elements

The maximum amount of research has gone 
into identifying and developing the essential 
characteristics of the collection, giving a luxurious 
feeling to simplicity, organic shapes and innovative 
materials. Rather than showing off, the priority  
is to feel well within well-designed surroundings  
where hygiene, performance and comfort are of 
primary concern.

The bathroom space is a place of inspiration 
and refuge, an intimate encounter with the self, a 
refreshing moment of reflection. The Ona Collection 
offers all the right features to allow your time to be 
spent well and your mind in peace. 
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Design

Hygiene
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Versatility is key. Slim basins 

feature a more subtle yet 

durable design with faucets 

that are quite something: a 

cylindrical and slender body 

and a flat rectangular handle, 

in perfect harmony with 

the shape of the spout. In 

addition, the hidden fixations 

of the WC allow for a clean and 

minimal look at any moment. 

The gentle matt white colou ,r  

can be complemented with 

furniture and accessories in 

Mediterranean trend colours.

Details that change everything 

inside your bathroom: Rimless, 

touchless, and Supraglaze . 

Rimless toilets are free of 

angles or nooks, and the 

Supraglaze  coating applied  

on the ceramic pieces,  

ensures more accessible  

and efficient cleaning.

Our touchless technology, 

employed in flushing, faucets 

and soap dispensers, function 

without direct contact for extra 

peace of mind.

®

®



Comfort

Sustainability
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To feel comfortable starts 

with considering your needs. 

Ona cares for yours through a 

series of notable features such 

as a comfortable WC height, 

a big flush button and a soft-

close seat and WC cover with 

a practical button for a quick 

release, and faucets in varying 

sizes. In addition, asymmetric 

basins and corner baths 

provide wide shelves, while 

our furniture drawers with soft-

close features and complete 

extraction conveniently store 

your belongings. 

To take care of the environment  

is not about what we do but  

about who we are. We use 

technology and design to save 

water, such as a reduced 4.5/3L 

flush and faucets that feature  

the Cold Start system and  

5L/min flow limiters. But water 

isn’t the only thing we consider. 

Our Fineceramic  technology 

produces lighter basins which 

minimise the impact of transpo rt 

and the production process 

to limit our carbon footprint. 

Everything matters.

®
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Versatility

Inhabiting Every Space

Ona Collection adapts easily to different construction 
and refurbishment scenarios and typologies of 
space. Its clear and comfortable aesthetics make 
you feel at home across private and public areas, 
creating a pleasant, well-designed and safe place for 
family, hospitality and business clients.
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The Master Bathroom is the most discerning space in the house, a light-flooded 

territory that nurtures needs and desires. It is an area that radiates well-being through 

its architectural form, guaranteeing absolute harmony between all elements present.

Although highly functional, the Ona Collection stands for generosity, p urity and warmth 

in a setting without disturbances.



Versatility / Master Bathroom 23

Wall-hung toilet and bidet / PL7 operating 

plate / 800 mm asymmetric basin with matt 

green base unit with 2 drawers / Faucets 

in matt black / Luna Ambient mirror / Delta 

column unit in matt green / Hotels Round 

accessories / 1600 mm corner bath / Stella 

hand-shower
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This page: 

1000 mm wall-hung basi n / Basin faucet / 

Complements in matt white

Next page: 

Single floorstanding toilet / 1000 mm basin 

with matt white base unit with 1 drawer /  

Faucet in matt black / Luna Ambient mirror / 

Delta column unit in matt white / Hotels Round 

accessories / 1600 mm corner bath



Versatility / Master Bathroom 25
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Versatility / Guest Bathroom 27

Efficiency and design meet in a small space to accommodate friends 

and other guests as best one can. Smaller product options have their 

best moment here, as do colourful accents and a Mediterranean 

design that renders even every space warm and comfortable. 

Previous page: 

Compact wall-hung toilet / PL7 operating 

plate / 400 mm compact basin with matt 

grey compact base unit with 1 door / Faucet 

in matt black / Luna Ambient mirror /  

Hotels Round robe hooks

This page: 

400 mm compact basin with matt grey 

compact base unit with 1 door / Basin faucet 

in matt black
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This page: 

550 mm over countertop basin with 1000 mm 

matt green base unit with 2 drawers /  

High-neck basin faucet in matt black / 

Luna Ambient mirror

Next page:  

550 mm over countertop basin / High-neck 

basin faucet in matt black
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370 mm over countertop basins / Faucets  
in matt black / Luna Ambient mirrors / Hotels 
Round accessories / 1700 mm drop-in bath /  
Stella hand-shower / Wall-hung toilet / PL7 
operating plate



Versatility / Hotel Bathroom 31

A hotel bathroom is always a promise of something ideal. Practical  

concerns are not of importance, only moments of beauty count. With Ona,  

the bathroom above becomes a striking example of the Mediterranean lifestyle, 

an uncomplicated luxury that inspires life once returned home.
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33Versatility / Hotel Bathroom

370 mm over countertop basins / Built-in 
basin faucets in matt black / Luna Ambient 
mirrors / Hotels Round accessories
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35Versatility / Public Bathroom

Two things are of extreme 
importance in the public space: 
versatility and hygiene. At a 
democratic price, a simple but 
specialised range of products  
can be combined in varying 
layouts. Moreover, the touchless 
faucets and soap dispensers 
guarantee the necessary safety 
and comfort standards. 

600 mm wall-hung basins / Electronic faucets /  
Electronic soap or hand sanitizer dispensers /  
Luna Ambient mirrors / Wall-hung toilet / 
PL10-E Pro operating plate / Hotels Square 
toilet roll holder / Proton urinals / Divo divider
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This page: 
600 mm wall-hung basins / Electronic  
basin faucets / Electronic soap or hand 
sanitizer dispensers

Next page: 
Wall-hung toilet / PL10-E Pro operating plate /  
Hotels Square toilet roll holder



Versatility / Public Bathroom 37
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39Basins & Furniture

Basins & Furniture

Feel at Ease

Ceramic is the ideal material for the bathroom space, 
thanks to its remarkable natural hygienic properties. 
But ideal can still get better. With Fineceramic® we 
have found a revolutionary way to extend the critical 
properties of this material while adapting it better to 
the needs of contemporary design. 

On the other hand, knowing intuitively where to find 
what your looking for is one of the key characteristics 
of each place we call our own. Regardless of how 
much space you need and how formal or intimate the 
bathroom should be, Ona accommodates various 
furniture solutions in well-designed styles to be of 
friendly support while maintaining a natural appeal.
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The options are yours. Ona washbasins offer elegant vanity units 

featuring one or two drawers. Matching columns and top units have 

been included for all typologies, be they symmetric, asymmetric,   

double basin or over countertop.

As always, our innovative Fineceramic  material forms pieces that 

have slender contours and are more resistant while at the same  

time being lighter. Experience graceful designs without fragility.

®

This page: 

800 mm asymmetric basin with dark  

elm base unit with 1 drawer / Basin faucet 

in matt black / Tumbler in matt white / 

Eidos mirror

Next page: 

800 mm asymmetric basin with matt green 

base unit with 2 drawers / Basin faucet / 

Luna Ambient mirror / Delta column unit in 

matt green / Hotels Round robe hook
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The space-saving compact furniture offers a choice 
between the single door and double drawer. For further 
space maximisation, Ona offers reduced depth furniture 
and ultracompact doors to make your bathroom as 
accomodating as possible.

This page: 
450 mm compact basin with light oak 
compact base unit with 1 door / Basin 
faucet in matt black / Eidos mirror / 
Compact wall-hung toilet / PL7 operating 
plate / Hotels Round accessories

Next page: 
450 mm compact basin with light oak 
compact base unit with 1 door / Container 
in matt grey
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1200 mm double basin with light oak base 

unit with 4 drawers / Basin faucets in matt 

black / Container and tumbler in matt grey
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Basins & Furniture 47

A varied offer is designed to correspond effortlessly with each 

need. Compartments with one or two drawers can be integrated 

depending on the size. Guided rails with a soft close feature and 

fully extractable drawers allow easy handling. Incorporating an 

organiser in the top drawer, Ona furniture offers perfect order 

with integrated handles. 

Previous page: 

800 mm asymmetric basin with  

matt green base unit with 2 drawers /  

Basin faucet / Luna Ambient mirror / Delta 

column unit in matt green / Complements  

in matt green

This page: 

Interior of drawer in 800 mm  

matt green base unit
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Ona Collection

White Matt White Supraglaze®

Enjoy the choice between a modern matt white with a soft to touch 
texture and the classic glossy white that brings a shine to every 
bathroom. Chosen with care, both finishes may add creative, elegant 
and timeless highlights that enlighten any space. A third option is the 
new Supraglaze®, the extra smooth surface, that allows microscopic 
residue to slide off, and inhibits dirt buildup.

01 Fineceramic® basins with 8mm thin walls. 
02 Different measures in standard, compact and 
 ultra-compact dimensions.
03 Optional Supraglaze® for extra and optimal hygiene. 
04 Asymmetric basins with functional lateral shelf. 
05 Functional deeper bowl for avoiding splashes. 

Finishes



Ultra compact Compact

Standard

Over countertop

Basins & Furniture 49

Basin typologies

450 x 260 mm 400 x 320 mm 450 / 500 / 550 / 600 x 360 mm 

550 / 600 / 650 x 460 mm 800 / 1000 x 460 mm

Sink on right hand Sink on left hand Double

800 x 460 mm 800  x 460 mm 1200 x 460 mm 

Round Square

370 mm 550 x 345 mm 
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01

02

03

04

05

01 Furniture solution for vanity and overcountertop basins. Details are important. Reflecting the Mediterranean colour palette, the 

02 Single or double drawers in standard furniture units stand out in conformity with the surrounding bathroom 

 and compact versions. space. In addition, the integrity and harmony of an area dedicated to 

03 Fully integrated robust metal handles. nature can be clearly perceived in a selection of warm hues dedicated 

04 Elegant dark interior finish with integrated organisers.  to matt green, dark elm, and light oak. More neutral tones have been  

05 Soft-close and full extraction drawers. catered for with matt white and matt grey options.

Finishes

Matt White Matt Grey Dark Elm

Light Oak Matt Green



Ultra compact Compact

Standard

Countertop Auxiliary units

Basins & Furniture 51

Furniture typologies

450 x 260 mm 400 x 320 mm 450 / 500 / 550 / 600 x 360 mm

1 door 1 door 2 drawers 

550  / 600 / 650 x 460 mm  800 / 1000 x 460 mm Sink on right hand Sink on left hand
2 drawers 1 drawer 800 x 460 mm 800 x 460 mm 

1 drawer 1 drawer 

800 / 1000 x 460 mm Sink on right hand Sink on left hand 1200 x 460 mm

2 drawers 800  x 460 mm 800 x 460 mm 4 drawers

2 drawers 2 drawers

800 / 1000 x 460 mm 800 / 1000 x 460 mm 1750 x 400 mm 1750 x 400 mm 750 x 350 mm 

1 drawer 2 drawers
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Well-chosen accessories are a form of  
elegance. Ona complements combine simplicity 
and choice to provide solutions for every need, thus 
enabling effortless harmony between aesthetics  
and functionality. 

Complements

All in Order
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Previous page: 

Set of tray, container, tumbler  

and soap dispenser in matt green

This page: 

Tumbler in matt green /  

Delta column unit in matt green

Next page: 

Interior of drawer with tray  

and container in matt green
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01

02

04 03

01  Minimalistic and functional design. The Ona Collection accessories are your perfect companion   

02  Optimum bathroom organisation. for an optimal organisation in the bathroom space. The tray 

03  Fits perfectly on the basin and in the drawer. fits inside the standard drawers and onto the basin shelf to 

04  Available in three trendy colors, matching the furniture. complement the sink, allowing for a functional addition to your 

bathroom space. Minimal design and free colour combinations 

look good everywhere.

Colours

Matt White Matt Green Matt Grey



Tray Container

Tumbler Soap dispenser

Complements 57

Complement typologies
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Faucets

Choose how you want to feel. The sustainable 
elegance of the Ona Collection accentuates your 
space with a variety of well-chosen qualities. Whether 
the desired style is sophisticated or more natural, the 
possibilities offered will stand the test of time with 
material and aesthetic dimensions. The beauty of 
simplicity inspires you each time anew gently, without 
imposing itself forcefully.

Let simplicity flow
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61Faucets

A cylindrical and particularly slim body with a flat rectangular 
handle is the essence of style. The specific angle of the aerator 
guarantees an optimum water flow towards the front area of the 
basin and the soft movement design gives comfort to everyday 
handling. This is clearly where technology and design meet 
without compromise.

Basin faucet /  
400 mm compact basin
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Hidden inside our faucets, the innovative Cold Start system 

avoids an unnecessary use of the boiler to save energy. 

Furthermore, the flow limiter technology allow you to care for 

the environment from the comfort of your bathroom preventing 

overconsumption of water. 

Both pages: 

Basin faucets in matt black /  

800 mm asymmetric basin
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Faucets 67

All faucet models in the Ona Collection allow for smooth and 

precise operation, with a long-term guarantee of one million 

openi g and clos g ovemen s. The ava able heights or basin n  in  m t il f

models are standard, mezzo and high neck, providing the perfect 

combination with different types of washbasins. Enjoy complete 

flexibility options with Ona’s dedicated bath and shower faucets, 

bidets and built-in basin models.

Previous page: 

Built-in basin faucet in matt black /  

370 mm over countertop basin

These pages: 

Bath faucet in matt black /  

Stella hand-shower in matt  

black / 1700 mm drop-in bath 

Built-in bath-shower faucet in  

matt black / Stella hand-shower  

in matt black
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This page: 

Bath faucet / Stella Stick Round  

hand-shower / 1600 mm corner bath

Next page: 

High-neck basin faucet in titanium black / 

370 mm over countertop basin
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Ona Collection

Chrome Matt Black Titanium Black

Rose Gold

01  Cold start and 5L/min flow restriction.
02  High tech ceramic cartridge.
03   38mm diameter body, integrated aereator.
04  Up to 4 coatings available.
05  Three different basin mixer sizes.

Ona bathroom faucets are available in four finishes offering  
the possibility to customise the bathroom space. The chromed  
finish features Evershine electrolytic coating, that guarantees  
market-leading anticorrosion, brightness and superficial uniformity 
with anti-scratch properties.
The titanium black and rose gold feature the sophisticated Everlux 
PVD technology, that creates a fine but extraordinarily durable and 
scratch-resistant finishes. Finally, a more classic choice for matt black 
completes the series.

Finishes



Deck-mounted 

basin mixers

Built-in Deck-mounted Wall-mounted  

basin mixer bidet mixer bath-shower mixers

Built-in bath-shower Touchless

mixers

Kitchen mixers

Faucets 71

171mm

130mm
115mm

Standard Mezzo High-neck

Electronic Electronic 

basin mixer soap dispenser

U-shaped spout L-shaped spout U-shaped retractable spout L-shaped retractable spout

2 functions 2 functions

Faucets typologies
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Baths

Balanced lines give shape to a bath with organic 
design references that recall the tranquillity and 
energizing force of the elements within your interiors. 
Home is where we find shelter from the world, where 
we can lay our being to rest and relax for a moment. 
The Ona Collection creates environments precisely for 
this very moment.

Simply Relaxed
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Ona’s range of baths lets you choose between different drop-in 

dimensions and gives you the possibility to decide on slightly smaller 

corner-right or corner-left installation. Other collection features 

include the faucet bench, an integrated overflow and a comfortable   

bottom length and depth. As masonry work can be avoided with the 

corner installation, even this process becomes simple.

1600 mm corner bath /

Bath faucet in matt black /

Stella hand-shower in matt black
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1700 mm drop-in bath /
Bath faucet in matt black /
Stella hand-shower in matt black
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01

05 030406

Ona Collection

White

01 Faucet bench. 
02 Integrated overflow.
03 Wellness in 450mm depth.
04 Perfect Stonex® precision.
05 Double ended and centered.
06 Comfortable 125cm bottom length.

Inspired by nature, we created an innovative material that combines 
aesthetics and safety for shower trays and baths. Stonex® is an 
anti-slip material that features extra slim pieces that flow neatly 
alongside your flooring, avoiding cracks in aesthetics or hygiene, 
offering maximum durability and maximum cleanliness while only 
demanding minimal maintenance.  

Finishes



Drop-in

Corner

Baths 79

Baths typologies

1700 x 700 mm 1700 x 750 mm

Left corner Right corner
1600 x 700 mm 1600 x 700 mm
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Toilets & Bidets

A space as intimate and representative of a place 
or mood as only a few. The Ona Collection design 
supports your needs and renders the bathroom 
elegant, discreet and contemporary. The emotional 
sublime is necessarily complemented by Ona’s state 
of the art application of technological innovations. 
Let yourself be supported in comfort and style.

Comfort Yourself
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Rimless bowls are free of angles or nooks for accessible and more 

efficient cleaning. Water is propelled by a novel distribution system 

that spreads it homogeneously; the rimmed channel has been 

replaced b  plicity and hygiene without compromises. y sim

Wall-hung toilet and bidet / Bidet faucet / 

PL7 operating plate / Hotels Round toilet 

roll holder
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Wall-hung toilet / PL7 operating 

plate / Hotels Round toilet  

roll holder
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The range of Ona toilets and bidets stands out for its extra height 

to provide greater comfort. Other qualities include larger pus h 

button and a slim design seat and cover with new soft close and 

quick release hinges for easier cleaning. 

This page: 

Compact back to wall close-coupled 

toilet / Hotels Round toilet roll holder

Next page: 

Compact wall-hung toilet / Hotels Round 

toilet roll holder
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A collection aimed at those who expect a premium service with 

impeccable design and technological features to feel entirely safe 

and comfortable, be it in the public or private sphere. To achieve 

this, Ona proposes toilet solutions in varying dimensions, including 

wall-hung and close-coupled WC compact options and wall-hung 

and back-to-wall bidet models.

This page: 

Close-coupled toilet / Hotels Round  

toilet roll holder

Next page: 

Back to wall bidet / Bidet faucet / Single 

floorstanding back to wall toilet / PL7 operating 

plate / Hotels Round toilet roll holder
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Ona Collection

White Matt White Supraglaze®

Available in modern matt white or classic glossy white. As a third 
finish, the new Supraglaze®, in glossy white, provides an extra smooth 
surface that inhibits dirt buildup, guaranteeing even more excellent 
hygiene in WCs and bidets. 

01  Slim seat and cover designed with soft-close feature.
02  New hinges with push buttons for an easy quick-release.
03 Wall-hung solutions with hidden fixations.
04  Optional Supraglaze® for extra and optimal hygiene.
05  Ultimate Rimless technology.
06  Floorstanding pieces with extra height 
 for greater comfort.

Finishes



Close-coupled toilets

Single floorstanding toilet Wall-hung toilets

Bidets

Toilets & Bidets 91

Toilet & Bidet typologies

Rimless WC Compact back to wall  

675  mm close-coupled Rimless WC

600 mm

Back to wall Rimless WC Rimless WC Compact Rimless WC

530 mm 530 mm 480 mm

Back to wall bidet Wall-hung bidet

530 mm 530 mm
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Drawings and measures



  

  

  

  

  

 

    

    

    

    

    

Compact wall-hung or vanity basin
450 x 260 mm

Compact wall-hung or vanity basin
400 x 320 mm

Compact wall-hung or vanity basin
450 x 360 mm

Small semi-pedestal

Compact wall-hung or vanity basin
500 x 360 mm

Small semi-pedestal

Compact wall-hung or vanity basin
550 x 360 mm

Small semi-pedestal

A327681..0

A32768D..0

A327682..0

A337782..0

A32768E..0

A337782..0

A327683..0

A337782..0

Optional

Optional

Optional

Basins

Dimensions in mm. Pedestal and semi-pedestal are not available in Supraglaze  finish. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

00 White 62 Matt White S0 Supraglaze

®

®



  

  

  

  

  

 

    

    

    

    

    

Compact wall-hung or vanity basin
600 x 360 mm

Small semi-pedestal

Wall-hung or vanity basin
550 x 460 mm

Pedestal

Semi-pedestal

Wall-hung or vanity basin
600 x 460 mm

Pedestal

Semi-pedestal

Wall-hung or vanity basin
650 x 460 mm

Pedestal

Semi-pedestal

Wall-hung or vanity basin
800 x 460 mm  
Sink on right hand 

A327684..0

A337782..0

A327685..0

A337470..0

A337471..0

A327686..0

A337470..0

A337471..0

A327687..0

A337470..0

A337471..0

A327688..0

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Dimensions in mm. Pedestal and semi-pedestal are not available in Supraglaze  finish. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

00 White 62 Matt White S0 Supraglaze

®

®



  

  

  

  

 

    

    

    

    

Wall-hung or vanity basin
800 x 460 mm  
Sink on left hand

Wall-hung or vanity basin
800 x 460 mm

Pedestal

Semi-pedestal

Wall-hung or vanity basin 
1000 x 460 mm

Pedestal

Semi-pedestal

Double wall-hung or vanity basin  
1200 x 460 mm

A327689..0

A32768H..0

A337470..0

A337471..0

A32768A..0

A337470..0

A337471..0

A32768B..0

Optional

Optional

Dimensions in mm. Pedestal and semi-pedestal are not available in Supraglaze  finish. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

00 White 62 Matt White S0 Supraglaze

®

®



  

  

 

    

    

Over countertop basin
Ø370 mm

Over countertop basin
550 x 345 mm

A32768J..0

A32768C..0

Dimensions in mm. Pedestal and semi-pedestal are not available in Supraglaze  finish. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

00 White 62 Matt White S0 Supraglaze

®

®



        

        

        

        

Furniture

450 x 260 mm

Unik (compact base unit with one door 
and basin)

Pack (compact base unit with one door, 
basin and Eidos LED mirror)

400 x 320 mm

Unik (compact base unit with one door 
and basin)

Pack (compact base unit with one door, 
basin and Eidos LED mirror)

450 x 360 mm

Unik (compact base unit with two 
drawers and basin) 

Pack (compact base unit with two 
drawers, basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

500 x 360 mm

Unik (compact base unit with two 
drawers and basin) 

Pack (compact base unit with two 
drawers, basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

A851678…

A851696…

A851677…

A851695…

A851681...

A851697...

A851682...

A851698...

Soft Internal 

Close Shelf

Soft Internal 

Close Shelf

Soft Full 

Close Extraction

Soft Full 

Close Extraction

Dimensions in mm. Replace (...) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

509 Matt White 510 Matt Grey 511 Dark Elm 512 Light Oak 513 Matt Green



        

        

        

        

550 x 360 mm

Unik (compact base unit with two 
drawers and basin) 

Pack (compact base unit with two 
drawers, basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

600 x 360 mm

Unik (compact base unit with two 
drawers and basin) 

Pack (compact base unit with two 
drawers, basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

550 x 460 mm

Unik (base unit with two drawers  
and basin) 

Pack (base unit with two drawers,  
basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

600 x 460 mm

Unik (base unit with two drawers  
and basin) 

Pack (base unit with two drawers,  
basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

A851683...

A851699...

A851684...

A851700...

A851687...

A851703...

A851688...

A851704...

Soft Full 
Close Extraction

Soft Full 
Close Extraction

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Dimensions in mm. Replace (...) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

509 Matt White 510 Matt Grey 511 Dark Elm 512 Light Oak 513 Matt Green



        

        

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

650 x 460 mm

Unik (base unit with two drawers  
and basin) 

Pack (base unit with two drawers,  
basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

800 x 460 mm

Unik (base unit with one drawer  
and right hand basin)

Pack (base unit with one drawer,  
right hand basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

Unik (base unit with one drawer  
and left hand basin)

Pack (base unit with one drawer,  
left hand basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

Unik (base unit with one drawer  
and centered basin)

Pack (base unit with one drawer, 
centered basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

A851689...

A851705...

A851719...

A851721...

A851720...

A851722...

A851685...

A851701...

Dimensions in mm. Replace (...) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

509 Matt White 510 Matt Grey 511 Dark Elm 512 Light Oak 513 Matt Green



        

        

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

800 x 460 mm

Unik (base unit with two drawers  
and right hand basin)

Pack (base unit with two drawers,  
right hand basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

Unik (base unit with two drawers  
and left hand basin)

Pack (base unit with two drawers,  
left hand basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

Unik (base unit with two drawers  
and centered basin) 

Pack (base unit with two drawers, 
centered basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

800 x 460 mm

Base unit for countertop basin  
with one drawer 

Pack (base unit for countertop basin 
with one drawer and Eidos LED mirror)

A851690...

A851706...

A851692...

A851708...

A851691...

A851707...

A851724...

A851712...

Dimensions in mm. Replace (...) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

509 Matt White 510 Matt Grey 511 Dark Elm 512 Light Oak 513 Matt Green



        

        

        

800 x 460 mm

Base unit for countertop right hand 
basin with two drawers

Pack (base unit for countertop right 
hand basin with two drawers and Eidos 
LED mirror) 

Base unit for countertop left hand 
basin with two drawers

Pack (base unit for countertop  
left hand basin with two drawers  
and Eidos LED mirror)

Base unit for countertop centered 
basin with two drawers

Pack (base unit for countertop 
centered basin with two drawers  
and Eidos LED mirror)

1000 x 460 mm

Unik (base unit with one drawer  
and basin) 

Pack (base unit with one drawer,  
basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

1000 x 460 mm

Unik (base unit with two drawers  
and basin) 

Pack (base unit with two drawers,  
basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

A851727...

A851715...

A851729...

A851717...

A851728...

A851716...

A851686...

A851702...

A851693...

A851709...

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Dimensions in mm. Replace (...) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

509 Matt White 510 Matt Grey 511 Dark Elm 512 Light Oak 513 Matt Green



        

        

        

        

1000 x 460 mm

Base unit for countertop basin  
with one drawer

Pack (base unit for countertop basin 
with one drawer and Eidos LED mirror)

1000 x 460 mm

Base unit for countertop basin  
with two drawers

Pack (base unit for countertop basin 
with two drawers and Eidos LED mirror)

1200 x 460 mm

Unik (base unit with four drawers  
and double basin) 

Pack (base unit with four drawers, 
double basin and Eidos LED mirror) 

Delta column unit
1750 x 400 mm

Delta column unit, with open shelf
1750 x 400 mm

A851726...

A851714...

A851730...

A851718...

A851694...

A851710...

A857635…

A857636…

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Soft Full Internal
Close Extraction organiser

Soft Reversible Push to 
Close open

Adjustable
shelves

Dimensions in mm. Replace (...) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

509 Matt White 510 Matt Grey 511 Dark Elm 512 Light Oak 513 Matt Green



        

    

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

Delta top unit with door
750 x 350 mm

Tray 
350 X 158 mm

Container 
151,5 X 75 mm

Tumbler 
105 x 77,5 mm

Soap dispenser 
53 x 73 mm

A857637…

A817670..0

A817671..0

A817672..0

A817673..0

Compatible with 460 mm width basins

Soft Reversible Push to 
Close open

Basin complements

Dimensions in mm. 

Replace (...) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

509 Matt White 510 Matt Grey 511 Dark Elm 512 Light Oak 513 Matt Green

Replace (..) in the basin complements reference with the code of the chosen finish:

C6 Matt White C7 Matt Green C8 Matt Grey



      

      

      

      

Basin mixer with pop-up waste
and flexible supply hoses

Basin mixer, smooth body  
with click-clack waste and  
flexible supply hoses

Basin mixer mezzo, smooth body  
with click-clack waste and flexible 
supply hoses

Basin mixer high-neck, smooth
body with click-clack waste and 
flexible supply hoses

A5A309E..0

A5A3A9E..0

A5A3C9E..0

A5A349E..0

Faucets

Dimensions in mm. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

C0 Chrome NB Matt Black Everlux finishes: CN Titanium Black RG Rose Gold

5L Cold

Start

5L Cold

Start

5L Cold

Start

5L Cold

Start



      

      

      

      

      

Dimensions in mm. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

C0 Chrome NB Matt Black Everlux finishes: CN Titanium Black RG Rose Gold

Built-in basin mixer

Bidet mixer with pop-up waste
and flexible supply hoses

Wall-mounted bath-shower
mixer with automatic diverter

Wall-mounted shower mixer

Built-in bath-shower mixer with
automatic diverter (2 ways)

A5A359E..0

A5A609E..0

A5A029E..0

A5A219E..0

A5A0B9E..0

Built-in body required  

A5E3501..0

RocaBox required 

A525869403

5L

5L



      

      

Dimensions in mm. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

C0 Chrome NB Matt Black Everlux finishes: CN Titanium Black RG Rose Gold

Built-in shower mixer (1 way)

Lanta bath spout 

Electronic basin mixer (DC) 

Electronic basin mixer (AC)  

Electronic soap or hand sanit izer 
dispenser, deck-mounted (DC)

Electronic soap or hand sanit izer 
dispenser, deck-mounted (AC)

A5A2B9E..0

A5A0803..0

A5A539E..0

A5A559E..0

A818020..0

A818014..0

RocaBox required 

A525869403

Powered by four 1.5V LR6 (AA) alkaline 

batteries (not included)

Mains operated at 230V.  

Includes power source

Powered by four 1.5V D/LR20) alkaline 

batteries (not included)

Mains operated at 100-240V.  

Includes power source



Cold

Start

Cold

Start

Cold

Start

Cold

Start

Kitchen mixer with swivel spout  
and flexible supply hoses

Kitchen mixer with swivel spout  
and flexible supp yl  hoses 

Kitchen sink mixer with swivel and 
retractable 2-function pull-down spout 
and flexible supply hoses 

Kitchen sink mixer with swivel and 
retractable 2-function pull-out spout 
and flexible supply hoses  

A5A841F..0

A5A831F..0

A5A811F..0

A5A851F..0

Dimensions in mm. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

C0 Chrome



 

 

 

 

Dimensions in mm. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

00 White

Asymmetric corner bath with panels. 
Made of Stonex .
Left corner
1600 x 700 mm

Asymmetric corner bath with panels. 
Made of Stonex .
Right corner
1600 x 700 mm

Rectangular drop-in bath.  
Made of Stonex . 
1700 x 700 mm

Rectangular drop-in bath.  
Made of Stonex .
1700 x 750 mm

®

®

®

®

A248629..0

A248638..0

A248631..0

A248630..0

Includes click-clack drain, trap and 

integrated overflow.

Includes click-clack drain, trap and 

integrated overflow.

Includes click-clack drain, trap and 

integrated overflow.

Includes click-clack drain, trap and 

integrated overflow.

Baths



  

  

 

    

    

Toilets

Close-coupled Rimless WC  
with dual outlet

Dual flush 4,5/3L WC  
cistern with side inlet

Dual flush 4,5/3L WC  
cistern with bottom inlet

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in white finish  

Seat and cover in white finish

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in matt white finish 

Seat and cover in matt white finish

Compact back to wall close-coupled 
Rimless WC with dual outlet

Dual flush 4,5/3L WC  
cistern with side inlet

Dual flush 4,5/3L WC  
cistern with bottom inlet

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in white finish  

Seat and cover in white finish  

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in matt white finish  

Seat and cover in matt white finish  

A342687..0

A341680..0

A341681..0

A801E12002

A801E10002

A801E12621

A801E10621

A342688..0

A341680..0

A341681..0

A801E22002

A801E20002

A801E22621

A801E20621

4,5/3L Rimless Soft Extra
Close Height

4,5/3L Rimless Soft Extra
Close Height

Dimensions in mm. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

00 White 62 Matt White S0 Supraglaze®



  

  

  

 

    

    

    

Back to wall single floorstanding 
Rimless WC with dual outlet

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in white finish  

Seat and cover in white finish  

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in matt white finish    

Seat and cover in matt white finish   

Wall-hung Rimless WC 

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in white finish  

Seat and cover in white finish

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in matt white finish    

Seat and cover in matt white finish    

Compact wall-hung Rimless WC

Soft-closing seat and cover  
in white finish  

Seat and cover in white finish 

Soft-closing seat and cover   
in matt white finish     

Seat and cover in matt white finish     

A347687..0

A801E12002

A801E10002

A801E12621

A801E10621

A346687..0

A801E12002

A801E10002

A801E12621

A801E10621

A346688..0

A801E22002

A801E20002

A801E22621

A801E20621

Rimless Soft Extra
Close Height

Rimless Soft Hidden 
Close Fixing

Rimless Soft Hidden 
Close Fixing

Dimensions in mm. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

00 White 62 Matt White S0 Supraglaze®



  

  

 

    

    

Back to wall bidet

Soft-closing bidet lid

Bidet lid

Wall-hung bidet

Soft-closing bidet lid

Bidet lid

A357687..0

A806E12..1

A806E10..1

A357685..0

A806E12..1

A806E10..1

Soft Extra
Close Height

Soft Hidden 
Close Fixing

Dimensions in mm. Replace (..) in the product reference with the code of the chosen finish:

00 White 62 Matt White S0 Supraglaze

The bidet lids are not available in Supraglaze  finish

®

®

Bidets



Ona Collection

Product finishes



00 White / S0 Supraglaze 62 Matt White

509 Matt White 512 Light Oak

510 Matt Grey 513 Matt Green

511 Dark Elm

C0 Chrome CN Everlux Titanium Black

NB Matt Black RG Everlux Rose Gold

®

Ceramics

Furniture

Faucets
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